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The present study was conducted to investigate the application of complex representation
of '(‑1) + 1' to the definite integral of exp(t) expanded into inrmite series. The results obtained

were as follows. There were two sets of '(‑1) + 1' appearing in the calculation of definite inte‑
gral of exp(t). The complex representation of '(‑1) + 1' Ieft a kind of complex number by the

hypothetic breakdown of multiplication form connecting complex numbers constructing '(‑1) +
1', but the complex number which came form the first '(‑1) + 1' was offset by that coming from
the second '(‑1) + 1'. This hypothet!c phenomenon might be related to the fluctuation between
'O' and ( 1)+1 occurrmg whenever the mcrease m werght was calculated. This application did
not affect the calculation of weight increase, suggesting that the dermite integral of exp(t) was

attended hypothetically by pair appearances and disappearances of complex numbers with their
o pposites.

INTRODUCTION
In the preceding report (Shimojo et al., 2004b) in this issue, the differentiation of
exp(t) expanded into infinite series was attended hypothetically by pair disappearances
of complex numbers with their opposites occurring after the hypothetic breakdown of
multiplication form connecting them to construct '1'. Shimojo et al. (2004a) reported
that the complex representation of '0= (‑1) + 1' Ied to incomplete pair disappearances of

complex numbers by the hypothetic breakdown of multiplication form conuecting them
constructing '‑1', Ieaving a kind of complex number. It was also showrL by Shimojo et al.
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where equations (3) and (4) are equal to equation (2), exp(t2) ‑ exp(tl)'

There are not differences between equations (3) and (4) except for the second braces
with plus or minus sign. However, there will occur a diffeience when '(‑1)+1' is sub‑
jected to the description using complex numbers and the hypothetic breakdown of mul‑
tiplication form connecting them (Shimojo et al., 2004a). This will be taken up in the
next section.

Applying cornplex representation of '(‑1)+1' to equations (3) and (4)
An example of the complex representation of '(‑1) + l' is given by the following
description when expressed using exp(i6) ,
(‑1) + I = [exp(i6) ･ iexp(‑i6) ･ iexp(ie) ' (‑ exp(‑ie))

' { ‑(‑exp(ie))) ' (‑iexp(‑i6)) ･ (‑iexp(i6)) ･ exp(‑i6)]
+ { exp (i6) ･ iexp(‑ ie) ' iexp (iO) ' (‑ exp(‑i6))

' (‑exp(i )) ' (‑iekp(‑i6)) ･ (‑iexp(i6)) ･ exp(‑iO));

(5)

where one of the eight components constructing '1' is given a minus sign in order to
obtain the complex representation of '‑1'. .

The hypothetic breakdown of multiplication form in equation (5) Ieaves a sort of
complex nurnber as follows,
[exp(i6) + iexp (‑ i6) + iexp(ie) + (‑ exp(‑ ie))
+ { ‑(‑exp (ie)) } + (L iexp (L i6)) + (‑iexp(i6)) + exp(‑ ie)]

+ { exp(i6) + iexp(‑ i6) + iexp (i6) + (‑ exp (‑ i6))

+ (‑exp(i6)) + (‑ iexp(‑ ie)) + (‑iexp(i6)) + exp(‑ ie) }
= 2bx p (iO) .

(6)

If inserting equation (5) into equation (3) is followed by the hypothetic breakdown of

t,= [t,
t'

multiplication form shown in equation (6) , then , = ' ' ‑ ,
t
Jexp(t)dt= Il
+

fl + + l +"' t,+{( 1)+1}‑ {(‑1)+1}

t*

L+ t +...+ "+'. '
1! 2!
t

7 !

= exp(t2)‑exp(tl)"

J

+2exp(i6) ‑ 2exp(i6)
t'

(7)

This is why the two sets of '(‑1) + 1' are required in order to vanish 2exp(i6) that is left

by the hypothetic breakdown of multiplication form. In other words, this hypothetic
vanishing effect might be related to the fluctuation between 'O' and '(‑1) + 1' that occurs
whenever the weight increase is calculated.
Hdwever, an inehuality is given when applied to equation (4) . Thus,
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This inequality will be turned into the equality when the hypothetic breakdown of mul‑
tiplication form is different between the first '(11) + 1' and the second '1 + (‑1)' in order
to obtain the>'offs t'effect. Thus, thd hvi)othetic breakdown of irhultiplicaiion form in the

second '1 + (‑1)' is give;n by ' = ' ' ' '
[exp (ie) + iexp (‑ i6) + i xp (iO) + (‑ exp (‑ ;e))

+ (‑exp(i6)) + (‑iexp (‑ i6)) + (‑

exp (ie)) + exp( i6) J

+ { (‑exp(ie)) + iexp(‑iO)) + iexp(i6)) + (‑ exp(‑ie))
+ (‑exp (ie)). + (‑ iexp (‑ ie)) + (‑ iexp (i6)

+ exp (‑iO) }

(9)

= ‑ 2exp(ie) .

Inserting equations (6) and (9) into equation (4) Ieads to

t' t + t2 +.. ' + + t"
' ' ' +J{ (‑1) + l] Th .{ I + (‑1))

f exp(t)dt= [

. t'
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lr !
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t ."
...] ' , .' '‑ : . "
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' 7 !"+
, t'+2exp(lO) 2 xp(le) ,
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(lO)

= ex p (t2) ‑ex p (tl)

It is suggested from equatioh (10) that the offset effedt in the' ay of hypothetic
breakdown of multiplication form is transmitted instantaneously from the first '(‑1) + 1' to
the second '1 + (‑1)'.

Conclusions and suggestions from the present study
The calculation of weight increase is not affected by applying the complex represen‑
tation of '(‑1)+1' to the definite integral of exp(t) expanded into infi mite series. This is

sirnilar to the case of calculating growih rate under applying the complex representation
of '1' to the differentiation of exp(t) expanded into infiinite series (Shirnojo et al., 2004b).

Broadly speaking at the risk of making mistakes, the basic growih analysis might be
attended hypothetically by pair appearances and disappearances of complex numbers
wlth their opposites. This is why we have tried to apply the complex representation to
some aspects of ruminant agriculture (Shimojo et al., 2003a, b, c, d, e, O‑
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